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This .pdf file of Camara's text has been posted to the web as it 
appears from the original publisher's catalogue to have been 
allowed to go out of print, though copies are sometimes 
available from internet shops. it is a matter of urgency that it is 
again made available to the world in these troubled times.

The trigger for my having scanned it was the 30 July 2006 
killing of more than three dozen children in an Israeli attack on 
Qana in Lebanon. Around the same time as this was happening 
some of us were standing outside our local airport, Glasgow 
Prestwick, protesting the British state's abuse of Scottish soil to 
allow American munitions flights to refuel on their way to Israel. 
We had similarly expressed the outrage of the Scottish people 
some months ago by protesting the use of Glasgow's two 
airports for "extraordinary rendition" flights transporting 
America's torture victims. I have a deep affection for most 
Americans and Israelis I have known. But like we see in the 
Biblical book of Jeremiah - which is a deeply important text 
through which to view even today's Middle East crisis - it is 
sometimes imperative to bear witness before one's loved ones. 
(Alastair McIntosh, Scotland - www.AlastairMcIntosh.com)
































































